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Fenton Blue

The Fenton blue is a blue/green egg laying bird
bred here on the farm. It will lay about 240 eggs
a year, about 15-20% of the birds will lay a brown
egg. It is a Cream Legbar cross normally with a
crest or head tuft.

Rhode Rock

Rhode Rock are extremely hardy
and disease resistant. Lays
approximately 300-310 brown
eggs per year, many being
double yolkers.

Light Sussex

Lays 240 brown eggs per year. Dual purpose
bird and can grow to 8lbs in weight.

Buff Orpington

A very docile and feathery bird
with striking looks. It should lay
about 180 light brown medium
sized eggs in its first year.

Blue Belle

A beautiful blue/grey bird,
derived from a Maran/Rhode
Island Red. Lays 240 brown
eggs, described as having a
plum blush.
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Speckledy

These are ideal for free range
being very docile and friendly.
They lay beautiful dark brown
speckled eggs producing
between 260 and 270 eggs a
year.

Hybrid Rhode Island Red

Red feathers with black pearls
around her neck. Also has a
black tail and lays 280 to 290
rusty red brown eggs per year.

White Leghorn

White Leghorn lay 320 pure
white eggs per year.
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BEC 6 Litre Drinker
12 kg Eco Feeder

6 kg Blenheim Feeder + Hat

6 kg Blenheim Feeder no Hat

2.5 kg Ascot Feeder + Hat

The New BEC Eco Feeder has a capacity of
12 kg and is comprised of the Feed Tray, the
Feed Tube and the Indoor Lid.
£11.50

A finned base and outer ring prevents birds
from flicking out feed reducing waste and
mess. Ideal for the domestic and smallholder
markets.
£11.00

An ideal feeder for uses both inside & outside
the chicken coop. Suitable for up to 6 to 8
standard sized chickens if filled on a daily basis.
£16.00

This outdoor version comes with a securely
fitting rain hat that protects the base from
the elements and prevents birds fowling
feed.
£11.50

This Combination Drinker is
a tough, gravity fed, ground
based or hanging, Poultry
and Game Bird Drinker.
£7.00

Pink Egg Trays

10 egg trays, each tray
holds 30 eggs.
£1.50

BEC 3 Litre Drinker

These drinkers are all red
based with an opaque press
on fit top, they are very easy
to use and clean.
£6.50

Layers Pellets

This feed has an excellent
pedigree containing optimum
levels of calcium, phosphorus
and Vitamin D3 that’s required
for bone strength, good shell
quality, consistent yolk colour,
excellent egg production and
size. When feeding Farmgate
Layers feed you don’t require
any additional limestone or
oyster shell as the diet is fully
balanced.
£7.00

Egg Boxes

40 Half Dozen Sized.
£3.50
384 Half Dozen Sized.
£30.00

Starter Crumbs

Straw
2.5 kg Ascot Feeder no Hat

The BEC Ascot Feeder comes with a finned
tube to prevent birds from flicking or scratching
the feed out and wasting it.
£10.00

Scoops

Small plastic feed scoops.
£2.00
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Feed bag of Straw.
£1.50

A Dozen Hatching Eggs
Fenton Blue, Rhode Island
Red, Cream Legbar and
Buff Orpington.
£12.00

Specially formulated to be fed
to day old chicks, getting them
off to a healthy start. Fortified
with all the essential vitamins
and trace minerals. Feed adlib from day old to approx 5/6
weeks of age. Hybrid laying
strains will eat approx 1kg over
this period.
£8.50
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